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Sign up now: Charlotte City Walks is back in person after
three years
After City Walks were canceled in 2020 and virtual-only in 2021 because of the
pandemic, the program is back this year. We've got a full slate of in-person walks
scheduled, and we're excited to welcome people from across our community to once
again gather and learn about Charlotte's history, neighborhoods and culture.
Registration is open, and space is limited. See the full lineup of walks now.
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Explore local housing data with new interactive maps
By Ely Portillo
We often paint Charlotte's housing market in broad strokes: rising prices, bidding
wars and gentrification reshaping neighborhoods. Updated data on the
Charlotte/Mecklenburg Quality of Life Explorer lets you can dig deeper into the story
told by those aggregate numbers. Charlotte's neighborhoods are starkly different
when it comes to characteristics such as what percentage of homes are rentals,
where publicly subsidized affordable housing is located and the size of the average
single-family house.
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ICYMI: Facing more investor purchases, Charlotte
considers tweaking housing programs
By Ely Portillo
As investors — including Wall Street-backed single-family rental companies — buy
more homes across Charlotte and Mecklenburg County, the city of Charlotte is
considering changes to some of its homeownership assistance programs.
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